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SJSU may still have a
chance at the Las Vegas
bowl.
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Surmounting the horrors ofwar

BY JON SOLOMON

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

A jetliner rattled as it flew toward Cebu, a
small city in the Philippines.
"Passengers in the plane’s half-filled cabin
were as silent as eggs in a carton, and almost as
white.
"Twenty minutes out of Manila, less than an
hour from Cebu, a storm hit, turning the skies
black. The first big shake opened the luggage
bins overhead and sent tumbling any people
unlucky enough to be standing," read the second paragraph of Peter Bacho’s American Book
Award-winning novel "Cebu."
Bacho, who teaches part time in the SJSU
English department and Asian-American studies program, read sections from "Cebu" Thursday night before an audience of more than 60
people in Washington Square Hall.
"Cebu:’ Bacho’s first work of fiction, depicts
the life of Ben, a Filipino-American priest, as he
struggles with personal religious values and
where his true home is. He leaves his Seattle
home to return his mother Remedios’ body to
her native Philippines for burial. Ben then
meets his Aunt Clara, whose beautiful assistant
Ellen eventually leads Ben away from priesthood.
Bacho, who was influenced early on by Filipino literature, draws on Filipino culture and
history and weaves it into his stories.
"One of the influences in Filipino literature is
essentially existential:’ Bacho said. "The powers
surrounding the individual are so overwhelming, so powerful and so destructive at times:’
"It is not really a happy type of literature.
There’s a deep sense of foreboding."
Bacho read sections detailing the character
of Clara, whom he described as a "real tough
lady!’ Clara also personifies the power of the
matriarch in Filipino culture.
Bacho read a section from "Cebu" where
Clara kills a Japanese soldier.
"She (Clara) knelt down beside him (the soldier), the bayonet clasped firmly in her right
hand. Simultaneously, she placed her free hand
over his mouth and plunged the blade through
the hollow of his throat, between the Adam’s
apple and breast bone. She buried the blade to
the hilt, twisting it violently. The tip pierced the
thin floorboard, impaling, impaling the soldier
like a mounted insect specimen."
Later in the novel, Clara kills a Korean soldier at a fictional plateau, created by Bacho,
overlooking the hills of Cebu. Bacho called it
the "magical arena of the red clay"
After Clara plunged a knife into the soldier,
"his scream deep, black and primal froze
the blood of the others...," Bacho read.
Bacho reiterated, "Clara is a tough girl."
"I don’t know if I’ll read any more gratuitous
violence Bacho joked.
Bacho went on to explain the huge cultural

Occupational therapy helps
woman put war behind her
BY NICOLE SIRI

Spartan Daily Stall Wnter
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"He tied my mouth and raped me
Nehmat Farhat said. "He told me he was
trained by the United States to rape and kill:’
Farhat’s sparkling brown eyes grew serious as she remembered the day she was
raped and shot by a Kuwaiti soldier during
the retreat of Iraqi troops from Kuwait.
"He told me he was not going to kill me,
and then he shot me in the head two times:’
Farhat said. "I could actually see part of my
brain on the floor:’
Thirty-two-year-old Farhat poised her
small frame in the orange plastic chair in
room 114 of SJSU’s Central Classroom
Building where she receives therapy through
the university’s occupational therapy program. The cane that helps her walk rested
on the chair next to her. Farhat, who wears a
scarf over her thick brown hair, walks and
moves slowly but talks clearly all of which
doctors told her she would never do again.
With an intense drive to tell her story,
Farhat held her voice steady, barely hesitating, as she related events that would make
the most inured person’s skin crawl. Farhat,
who prays for more than two hours each
morning, said God gives her the self-determination to survive and go on with her life.
"God created me, and I prayed to him to
help me
Farhat lived her life as a Lebanese resident
of Kuwait until the night she was attacked.
She lived in the city of Salwa with her father
and brother who were murdered by Kuwaiti
soldiers that same night.
On March 2,1991 at 4:30 a.m., Farhat and
her family were sleeping when three Kuwaiti
soldiers broke into their home. While two
soldiers stood guard, the third ordered
Farhat’s brother to tie up her father and then
for Farhat to tie up her brother, she said.
"He said I didn’t do a good job of tying
my brother so he hit me in the eye with the
handle of his weapon and kicked me in the
ribs:’ Farhat said. "Then he told me to make
him tea."
The soldier then forced Farhat into the
bedroom and raped her.
"I kept asking him why he was doing this
to my family and why we deserved to be
killed’ Farhat said.

DAILY

Occupational therapy students Elizabeth Devell, left, and Ruth Bulpe, right, help Amy Farhat, an
immigrant from Kuwait, work her way to recovery from a shot in the head at the end of the Iraqi war.

See RECOVERY, Page 3
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Aggies squeeze Spartans

Sierra Leone an important part
of African history, speaker says
BY Amos FABIAN

Leone, she said.
The Black Poors, who came primariMany chapters in African history ly from London, were forced to Sierra
need to be rewritten in order to chal- Leone without adequate preparations.
lenge the "distorted view of the conti- For instance, they received no protecnent and its people" and to fill in the tion against the slave traders already on
blanks of African history, foreign lan- the continent, she said.
guages associate professor Sylvie Kande
A group called Black Loyalists, who
said Friday.
joined British troops fighting against
Kande discussed "Homecoming or American independence, were evacuatForce Migration
African Americans ed to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
in Sierra Leone" in the Student Union
The Loyalists were eventually sent to
Guadalupe Room before an audience of Sierra Leone by the British, who
about 25 people.
imposed taxes and laws against them.
The history of Sierra Leone contains The Loyalists rose against the British
an important part of African history. and took over the African country, she
Sierra Leone, a small country in west- said.
ern Africa bordered by Guinea, Liberia
The Maroons were originally free
and the Atlantic Ocean, Kande said.
Africans living in Jamaica, she said. The
Slavery was prevalent in Europe dur- British fought to control their land and
ing the 18th century until an 1807 succeeded during the 1790s. The British
British law freed slaves on British soil, sent the Maroons to Nova Scotia. The
Kande said.
Maroons asked to be sent back to
New-found liberation meant unem- Jamaica, but ended up in Sierra Leone,
ployment, homelessness and police she said.
brutality for many, Kande said. The
The British brought one hundred
British solution was to send people of thousand Liberated Africans to African
African descent back to Africa.
shores and settled them in villages after
Four groups of blacks emerged from slave trade throughout the British
the British Empire and from other
See SIERRA LEONE, Page 4
areas, and eventually arrived in Sierra
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter
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SJSU tailback Donald Lindsey gets caught In the grip of the
New Mexico State Aggies during SJSU’s defeat Saturday.

Archaeologist to reveal
secrets of ancient Rome
BY RICHARD ESPINOZA

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

SJSU will get a glimpse of forgotten engineering
secrets of the ancient Romans Tuesday at noon.
Underwater archaeologist Robert Hohlfelder is
scheduled to give a presentation titled "The Wonders of Caesarea Maritima" about discoveries at the
ancient Israeli port city and harbor of Caesarea
Maritima.
The University of Colorado history professor is
scheduled to speak in the Engineering Building
auditorium, room 189.
The Mediterranean port, which was built
between modern-day Tel Aviv and Haifa during
King Herod’s reign about 2,000 years ago, served as
a laboratory for ancient Roman engineers.
Caesarea Maritima was a far-from -ideal natural
region in which to build a port, since it had no natural breakwaters. But Herod was determined to
build a port city in the area for political and trade
reasons. The king’s engineers had to develop new
technology for the task that helps harbor engineers
even today.
While the engineers were looking for better, easier building methods, they learned to use hydraulic
concrete on a massive scale. The engineers built
large concrete blocks in an off-shore checkerboard
pattern, then waited for tide action to till in the
See BIG DIG, Page 4
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Closing San Carlos street
will benefit the university
Having San Carlos closed will
unify the campus and reduce
the risk oftri4ic injury
n Nov. 19, the University
0Environs Task Force voted to
recommend the permanent
closure of San Carlos street
between Fourth and 10th streets.
Last spring’s trial closure proved
the viability of this option. The Associate Students were able to conduct a
number of functions during that
semester, among them elections, club
day, the kod bazaar, and other events.
More important, it prevented student injury by reducing the chance of
accidents. Students did not have to
maneuver between cars while crossing the street when rushing to classes.
The closure will serve as a unity
factor, a feeling that SJSU is one, unified campus, rather than a university
divided by a busy street.

A closed San Carlos street will
serve the city of San Jose as well. The
area should become a pedestrian mall
lined with trees and a possible, future,
light rail.
True, not everyone wants the street
closed. The businesses surrounding
the street would have harder access to
customers and commuters would
have less parking options. (although
how many people have the opportunity to actually park on that stretch?)
The Task Force’s recommendation
will be reported to the San Jose City
Council on Dec. 8 during a public
hearing at city hall.
The council will be voting on the
issue on June 1993, after reviewing the
environmental impact report to be
conducted by SJSU.
The Task Force recommends the
closure. SJSU’s Interim President J.
Handel Evans wants it. We recommend the closure of San Carlos as
well.

Forum Page Policy
Spartan Daily
The
provides a daily Forum
page to encourage a
"marketplace of ideas."
Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff,
faculty and others who are
interested in the university at
large.
Any letter or column for the
forum page must be turned in to
Letters to the Editor’ box in the
Spartan Daily newsroom, Dwight
Bentel Hall 209. We are open
.
most days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
They may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose
State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose, CA, 95192. Or
they can be FAXed to (408) 9243282.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
phone number, address and
major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5 -inch
computer disk using Microsoft
Word on the Macintosh or Word
for Windows. Always bring a
print-out of your letter.
Submissions become property
of the Spartan Daily and will be
edited for grammar, libel and
length.

Categories available to non-Daily
staff writers are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500
word essays on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions should be well
researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200
words responding to a certain
issue or point of view. If they are
longer, they may be edited for
length.
Other articles appearing on this
page are:
Reporter’s or Editor’s forum:
Opinion pieces written by
Spartan Daily staff writers or
editors which do not necessarily
reflect the majority views of the
Spartan Daily, the Department of
Journalism and Mass
Communication or SJSU.
Reporters are prohibited from
writing opinions on issues they
have covered for news stories.
Staff editorials: These are
unsigned opinion pieces that
express the majority opinion of
the editorial board of the Spartan
Daily.
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Hooray, I’m finally 21! So . . now what am I to do
oday is my twenty Tfirst birthday. It’s a
poignant day. I’ve
looked forward to it
for at least 6 years, but now that
it’s here, I’m not quite sure
what I should do about it.
While counting down to
today, I wasn’t shy to announce
that my 21st birthday was just
around the corner. I mean, I
want as many parties and presents as possible. The typical
conversation was this:
"Wow only (blank) more
days until my birthday!" I’d
exclaim.
To which my more chronologically mature friends would
respond: Oooh, twenty-one.
The last good birthday.
Oh, gee, thanks. Just what I
want to hear.
I got really depressed over
these conversations, and, as a
result, wrote a rough draft of
this column in which the closing paragraph was "I’ve always
wondered why it is acceptable
for a person to get really out of-control -hammered on their
21st birthday. Now I know
it’s the only way to blot out the
future, and all of the frightening questions that go along
with getting old."

My life isn’t ending
Its beginning In]
finally achieving my
goal ofbe!ng legal to
do anything except
rent a car
Jeez ... anyone got any
Prozac?
So I read the depressing column to my mom on Thursday
night, and she straightened me
out in that endearing mom like way she has.
I think mom was pretty
scared about the paragraph in
which I asked if it was o.k. for
my parents to die, and she
sighed and offered me a pep
talk.
"Jeez, Marilynn, you make it
sound like all of the doors of
opportunity are closing in your
face:’
"But, Mom:’ I wailed.
"That’s how I feel!"
I am really not ready to

become a grown-up. I know
that it is unavoidable, but I also
know that there is nothing I
can do about it. All of the signs
of impending grown-up-hood
are in place. The other day I
received a pre-approved Visa
card (with a 6,500 dollar limit
whoopie! Let’s go to Paris!!)
in the mail. Little kids are calling me "ma’am, and nobody’s
called me "young lady" for at
least 6 months. I’m finding
gray hairs on an almost daily
basis. No Boy Scouts have
materialized to walk me across
the street, but I’m sure it’s just a
matter of time.
But Mom gave me a verbal
shaking over the phone. And,
after her maternal pep-talk, I
felt as if my life had been
turned around.
Mom was right. My life isn’t
ending. It’s beginning. I’m
finally achieving my goal of
being legal to do anything
except rent a car. Graduation is
just around the corner
(although I still have a good
part of the block left to walk).
You name it, I’m facing it.
But it’s kind of cool. I see a
lot of the doors to my youth
closing behind me, but I can
still see myself singing Floyd or

Lynn Benson

Now That I Have
Your Attention
Peter Gabriel songs with my
roommate as we hurtle down
Highway 280, blasting the
stereo with the sunroof open
and our sunglasses on. And,
for further reassurance, I’ll see
most of my friends at the Pub
tonight at 7:30 (come on down!
The more, the merrier!). We’re
even having cupcakes in honor
of the occasion in my 11:30
Critical Thinking class. And,
heck, if things like that remain
in my future, I think I can handle the new experiences I’ll be
facing.
Lynn Benson is a Daily staff
columnist. Iler column appears every
Monday.

Remaining a nice guy after a lost relationship
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guys finish last.
I
have
often
(Nice
thought that this
statement applies
to me, especially when dealing
with a member of the opposite
sex.
I was last in the dating scene
just over three years ago and
heard a phrase that was far
more evil than any in the English language. "You’re a nice
guy:’
Shut the door, lock it and go
home
time to start looking
for someone else. Being called
"nice" is the kiss of death, a
road -sign warning "dead-end
ahead" I thought nice was a
character flaw; like a bad fashion sense.
I figured being nice was
something that I would just
have to overcome.
Most
women I knew wanted to go
out with a "bad boy."
Then after passing up a
good time with the contemptible nice guy many of
those same women would
complain about how they were
treated by "bad boys." While I
would think "Why be with
them if you’re treated this
way?" I thought I would be the
perfect person by treating
them right. But I was wrong.

My only hope is that
being nice and
treating a woman
with respect is a
quality instead ofa
blight on my
character now.
I had the hideous curse of
being the nice guy who was fun
to be around but any romantic
plans were not in the picture.
Then it all changed. 1 met a girl
who actually liked the way I
treated her and I thought my
troubles were over.
I had conquered the nice
guy curse by finding one of the
women in the world that would
appreciate someone with my
condition. We were engaged
and I thought I wouldn’t have
to worry about my problem
again.
But in life we all must go
through changes, some had,
some good and some we don’t

know the effect of for many
years. I am in that transitional
zone after losing a three year
relationship that I thought
would never end.
Now thrust back into the life
that I had despised three years
ago and loved to look down
upon from when I was happily
involved I am scared.
I am afraid that the malady
that had affected me before I
was involved still is within me
waiting to get me in trouble.
My only hope is that being nice
and treating a woman with
respect is a quality instead of a
blight on my character now.
There have been a few
changes since the last time I
could call myself single. I am a
motorcycle roadracer, not necessarily the image of a safe
hobby. In a weird sort of way I
hope the danger and intrigue
involved in racing will give me
a little edge, a little rebel image
to me. It wasn’t the reason I
started racing it might just be a
by-product of racing.
I also have hair that is quite
long compared to my old single days, another characteristic
that the typical ’niceguy’ might
not have.
The one thing that has not
changed is my character. I still

Eric Hove

Writer’s Forum
think about treating women
with respect and in the way I
would want to be treated. If
there is someone I would want
to go out with I would try to be
as nice as possible to them
instead of playing games. I just
hope the idea works now.
Now that I am not just a
youngster starting out in college, maybe things have
changed in the last four years,
maybe there is someone who
will appreciate my affliction.
The dating scene is scary from
what I see and I will have to get
my feet wet before jumping in.
I just hope the water isn’t
too cold.

Eric hove is a Daily staff writer.
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Recovery: Occupational therapy student helps heal scars ofwar

KAREN C HANNERSPARTAN DAILY

Farhat makes a fruit salad with Ruth Bulpe, an occupational therapy senior who is her therapist. They
alternate between exercises and making the fruit salad to see if the pain decreases.
From page 1
mouth, raped her again and shot Brian Rooney was at the hospital,
she secretly slipped him her
The soldier said it was because her, Farhat said.
Farhat lay in a pool of her brother, Naim’s, phone number
the Iraqi soldiers had come to
visit her family a few days earlier. blood for four hours before her and asked Rooney to contact him.
When Rooney contacted Naim
Farhat tried to explain to him that neighbor heard her yelling and
her father was beaten and burned called an ambulance. She was about his family, Naim immediby the Iraqis because they found taken to Kuwait’s Ibn-Sina Hospi- ately contacted U.S. Congressman
Leon Pineta (D-Monterey). Pinehe was working for Kuwait’s crim- tal where she underwent surgery.
During her stay at the hospital. ta, in turn, called the U.S. ambasinal investigation department.
Farhat begged him to go to the Farhat said, her room was con- sador to Kuwait, Edward Gnehm,
police to verify that the Iraqis stantly guarded by two Kuwaiti Farhat said.
Gnehm paid Farhat a visit at
came as enemies. The soldier said soldiers because the government
the hospital to investigate, Naim
it was not necessary because wanted to cover up the incident.
Farhat’s mother and two broth- said. The manager of the hospital,
Kuwait was operating under martial law that allowed the military ers lived in America during the who had also performed the
to kill any person or family if trea- war and did not know what had surgery on Farhat, told her to tell
son was suspected. He then took happened to their family. When Gnehm the Iraqis had shot her.
Farhat, who could barely speak
her to the bathroom, tied her Farhat discovered ABC reporter
at the time, said she refused to lie
about the soldiers’ actions.
Although the Kuwaitis tried to
prevent Farhat from speaking to
the Americans, one of Gnehm’s
assistants was able to talk to her.
"The manager would not let
the Americans get very close to
neering 189, call 924-3860 or 354
me Farhat said. "But one Ameri1655.
can woman knelt by my wheelAFRICAN LEADERS EDUCAT- MECHA: General meeting, 5 p.m., chair and I told her to stay after
ING AND RISING TOGETHER Chicano Resource Center, call 238- everyone left, and I would tell her
my story!’
(A.L.E.R.T.): General meeting, 6- 7 6470.
Once Gnehm was informed of
p m., WLC 210, call 279-3381.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS:
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER: Meeting, 12:30 - 1:20 p.m., Adminis- the incident, the administrator
immediately discharged Farhat
Word Bible study, noon - 1 p.m., tration Building 222B, call 251-5430.
Campus Christian Center, call 298- SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN: from the hospital because she was
0204.
Student galleries art receptions6 - 8 "causing trouble Farhat said.
Farhat hid from the Kuwaitis at
CAREER
PLANNING
AND p.m.: Art shows, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., Art
a friend’s house until the AmeriPLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation, Building, call 924-4330.
1:30 p.m., SU Almaden Room, call SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN: can government could get her out
924-6033.
Tuesday night lecture series: Pat of the country. She arrived in California on Sept. 1,1991.
CHICANO
COMMENCEMENT Sanders: "On Site in China," 5 - 6
Mary Becker, chief of staff of
COMMITTEE: General planning p.m Art Building 133, call 924-4328.
Pineta’s Monterey office, said
meeting,
3:30
p.m.,
Chicano SJSU DEPARTMENT OF CHEMPineta worked closely with the
Resource Center (WLN 3071, call
ISTRY: Seminar, speaker William
governments to get
924-2707.
Plachy, "Physical Chemistry of Skin," family and
Farhat out of Kuwait. Pineta’s staff
430
5:30
p.m.,
Duncan
Hall
250,
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
is now working with the family to
Student galleries art shows, 10 a.m. call 924-5000.
make Farhat a legal resident of

America, Becker said.
After undergoing surgery at
San Mateo’s Mills-Peninsula Hospital, Farhat moved to Milpitas
with her brother. Her medical
doctors have rendered all services
for free. She still has nightmares
and anxiety attacks that, at times,
put her in the hospital, she said.
Farhat was referred to SJSU by
her psychiatrist and has received
therapy from SJSU senior Ruth
Bulpe for about a month.
"She is a miracle Bulpe said.
"She has treated herself mentally,
is highly motivated, determined
and strong."
Amy’s occupational therapy is
designed to help her coordinate
her abnormal muscles with her
normal muscles, so she can function normally again.
Farhat and her brother plan to
petition the United Nations to file
a human rights complaint against
Kuwait, Naim said.
A formal lawsuit will also be
filed against Kuwait sometime

Today

- 4 pm., Art Building, call 924-4330.

Wednesday 25

SJSU WING CHUN ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 7- 9 p.m., Women’s
Gym Patio Area, call 249-8573.

ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS:
Board of directors meeting, 3 p.m.,
A.S. Council Chambers, call 924-6240 or 924-6255.

SPARTAEROBICS: Sign up for
aerobic classes, 8:30 - 4:30 p.m., A.S.
Business Office, call 924-5960.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES: Seminar, Gary Scoppettone, California

AIESEC: General meeting, 5:30 6:30 p m , BC 208, call 363-9843.
B APTIST
STUDENT
MINISTRIES: Lifestyle meeting, noon 1 pm. SU Pacheco Room, call 9252980.
B APTIST STUDENT UNION:
Lifestyle meeting, 6 - 7 p.m., call
925-2980 for directions
CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT: Guest lecture, noon, Engi-

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student galleries art shows, 10 - 4
p.m., Art Building, call 924-4330.

(408) 924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277
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feeling out of shape?
stressed?
want to have fun?

SpartAerobics
class!

4-week Holiday session
November 23 - December 18
try these fun Holiday fitness classes!

LunchTime Combo
*Step (3 classes)
*Water Fitness
SpartaDance

pick up into in the AS Leisure Services and register in the AS Business Office.
sail lose state university

Associated students Leisure services 924.5960

STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL
RESPECT
(S.A.F.E.R.): Meeting, 4 p.m.,
Washington Square Hall 115, call
924-5468.

Spartatitude is available to Sltiti students, faculty and staff organizations fur free. Dead
is 5 p m ,Iwo days before publk ation Forms are available at the Spartan Daily,1)111 I
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"See Acne flosutts Within Weeks
"Scar Treatment with Natural Peel

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Exploring the Catholic Faith,
7 - 8:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Center (10th and San Carlos), call 2980204

11114!

SIS

ACNE & SCAR
TREATMENT
CENTER

Department of Fish and Game,
"Importance of predation and competition to endangered desert fishes," 1:30 p.m, Duncan Hall 135, call
924-4900.

UNIVERSITY
RESIDENCE
HALLS: Abortion discussion, 9
p.m, Moulder Hall Formal Lounge,
call 924-8335.

Tuesday 24

Al’

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS:
Meeting, noon- 12:50 p.m, Administration 269, call (510)4.83-2084.

SOCIOLOGY CLUB: Jerusalem:
"The Bridge to Peace - A Documentary," Engineering Auditorium 189,
7 p.m., call 924-5320.

%RI Ilnlverty.
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FREE CONSULTATION
WITH THIS AD

between February and March, he
said. Farhat is prepared to testify
against Kuwait. The Kuwaiti government has tried to contact
Farhat, but she refuses to respond.
"They say that they want to
investigate my case she said.
"They should have done that
while I was in their hospital for six
months:’
Farhat is trying to obtain a job
through the U.S. State Department. She’ll resume her occupational therapy in February.

SpartaGuide
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
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Salvation Army worker arrested for selling pot
MENOMONEE FALLS, Wis.
Salvation Army bell
(AP) A
ringer collecting money for Christmas was arrested for allegedly selling marijuana to high school students, police say.
Authorities spotted the 24-yearold Milwaukee man selling a small
amount of the drug to a 14- year-

old Friday. A Salvation Army
spokesman said the man was
immediately fired.
"He was one of our bell ringers
last year?’ said Robert Reasoner, an
officer with the Salvation Army.
"We had no problems at all."
The man was a paid employee,
earning $4.25 an hour, not a volunteer, Reasoner said.

Alpha Phi Sorority
CONGRATULATES ITS’
FALL 1992 INITIATES
Amanda Akhele
Jenni Alexander
Iliedi Biederman
Renee Bran
Dayna Cerruti
Kara Gerdes
Mary Konye

Julie Lutz
Wendy Madden
’Mani Mercer
Bella Oshry
Nicole Scaringe
Cindy Trotter
Wendy Wrieden

Sierra Leone

diversity and the blending of the
four groups, she said.
Sierra Leone has been a relatively advanced society since the
19th century, when it boasted one
of the first printing presses in
Africa, a university, and political
and economical involvement by
women, she said.
Students should be more intellectually involved in studying the
history of Africa so they can
develop better strategies for linking Africans here with those on
the African continent, said
Akubundu Amazu, an urban
planning graduate.
Music lecturer Baomi ButtsBhanji said Kande’s lecture was
important because she didn’t realize Sierra Leone had such an
important connection between
the slave trade and present-day
African Americans.
The lecture was sponsored by
African-American Leaders Educating and Rising Together and
presented by the African-American Faculty and Staff Association.
Friday’s lecture was the third in
the Kamakunji lecture series.
"Kamalcunji" is Swahili for "a
coming together of minds?’
The fourth and last lecture in
the series, on "Marketing the
Children?’ is scheduled for Dec. 4.

From page)
Empire was prohibited in 1807,
Kande said.
Historians see the four migrant
groups as a unified one which
formed a specific westernized culture called Creoles, disconnected
from other native Africans,
Kande said.
Based on her research, the socalled Creoles never referred to
themselves as such, but as "inhabitants of the Peninsula:’ or "Sierra
Leonans," she said.
Historians say the Sierra Leone
capital of Freetown was built by
the British in an effort to separate
the different groups, Kande said.
But the city actually reflected the
1
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Saturday, Dec. 5
Student - S13 adv.
General - $14 adv.
S14 door
$15 door
Tickets available at BASS outlets &
The Event Center Box Office SJSU
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9pm, Student Union Ballroom,
San Jose State University
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Expressyourself!
Write
a letter
to the editor.
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CHINESE CUISINE & F AV GO
’Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Aso.
’Lunch and Dinner
’Catering also available
294-3303 or 998-9427
Open Daily 11:30 - 9.00
131 E Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara, Between 3rd and 4th

COLOR LASER COPIES
Presentations

Transparencies

Displays

*Sales Flyers

*Charts & Graphs

Copy From Slides

8’/2" x 11"

Plan
2lte 1

COLOR
COPIES

1’
f

kinkois

the copy center

IMPIPIWIUMP
2111JDITIONS
Paramount Parks, formerly Kings Productions, is holding
auditions for our 1993 season at Paramount’s Great America
in Santa Clara, California. A variety of positions are available
including singers, comic actors, instrumentalists, technicians,
and specialty octs of all types’ Come join the fun’

Cebu: Revisiting home
From page I
difference between Filipinos and
American Filipinos.
"There are differences in the
prisms of examination:’ he said.
"An ideal prism of examination is
Catholicism:’
Filipino Americans practice
religion on Sundays, and the religion is forgotten the other six days
of the week, he said.
"Put that in contrast with Filipinos where religion is part of the
heartbeat of the people?’
On the subject of religion,
Bacho spoke of Carlito, a character in "Cebu" who led an impure
life. Carlito’s granddaughter’s life
had been taken, and he wanted to
trade a life for a life. He figures he
can strike a deal with God by
being crucified.
Crucifixions occasionally take
place in the Philippines, but the
difference between Casino’s crucifixion and those that normally
occur is that Carlito was willing to
give up his life; he doesn’t have to,
Bacho said.
Ben, Clara and Marites travel
to the plateau where Carlito was
tied to the cross.
"Carlito’s worst day would be
remembered by Polaroid?’ Bacho
said, referring to a picture a driver

Secrets: Forum Tuesday
Front page 1
empty squares of the checkerboard.
Many technological breakthroughs of the ancient Romans
were lost over the ages to an intellectual bias that affected the writers at the time. Today’s libraries
have a wealth of artistic literature
from the ancients, but technology
was considered too mundane to
in
writing,
preserved
be
Hohlfelder said.

1821 Sarcifogr Ave I
I 295-4336
93F SanCor)osSt
Corner of Saratoga &
Lawrence Express Way.I
I Across From McDonald ’s
L
.EXPIRES 11-31-92

DELTA SIGMA PI
AEF1

DALLAS (AP) Nearly two
dozen Southern Methodist University students staged a sit-in to
support a black law professor who
was denied tenure.
The two-hour protest Friday in
the office of law school Dean Paul
Rogers was sponsored by the Black
Law Students Association.
Rogers denied tenure to Associate Law Professor Ndiva KofeleKale last spring, despite a favorable

"Let us together worship the Lord"
English Worship
Young Adult
Discussion Meeting
Korean Worship

Saturday, December 12, 1992
San Jose Civic Light Opera Studios
1717 Technolow Drive
(off Airport Pathway)
11:00 a.m. Instrumentalists, Actors,
Specialty Acts, Technicians
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMMUTE
If parlong’s a problem for you, let Altrans show you another way.
VV;th 21 direct bus lines to campus, we can create an individualized
program to meet your personal commuting needs
To learn more, call

924-RIDE
You’ll be glad you did.

Al Trans

Your Alternative Transportation Solution
Funded by SIM.) Office of Traffic Parking
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review by the school’s three-member tenure committee and a 20-4
vote by the tenured faculty in his
favor.
University President A. Kenneth
Pye said he would make a decision
on Kofele-Kale’s appeal for tenure
by year’s end.
Of 38 full-time law school faculty members, seven are minorities.
None of the minority law school
faculty have tenure.

SAM FRANCISCO
Monday, December 7, 1992
Hyatt Regency San Francisco Airport
1333 Bayshore Highway (off 1 011
6.30 p.m. Instrumentalists, Actors,
Specialty Acts, Technicians
8 00 p m Singers

THE PROFESSIONAL CO-ED BUSINESS
FRATERNITY CONGRATULATES OUR NEW
BROTHERS!!!

pettier ...Antrilthne

The only way to recapture
those lost technical secrets is
through archaeological work,
Hohlfelder said.
Hohlfelder served as co-director at the Caesarea site since 1978.
He has explored other underwater
archaeological sites in Greece,
Italy and Spain. He is working on
harbor exploration in Phapas,
Cyprus.
He will be in the Bay Area to
present a series of papers in San
Francisco.

Students protest denial of tenure

SAN POSE
22 /821

took of Carlito’s dead body.
Ben is outraged at the situation,
Bacho said, but it was part of
Clara’s plan to lead Ben away from
the priesthood.
After the reading, Bacho
opened the forum for a few questions. When asked by a member
in the audience how long it took
to write "Cebu?’ he said he worked
on it a few years ago. He knew he
could write editorials but he had
questions whether he could write
fiction.
"I really didn’t get a boost until
an excerpt of the book was picked
up by the Seattle Review, which
was out of the University of Washington’s writing department.
With that as a boost I completed the novel within a year?’ he
said.
Bacho may possibly conduct a
fiction workshop at SJSU in the
future, said English Professor
Alan Soldofsky, director of the
SJSU Center for Literary Arts.
Bacho, who is also a journalist
and a lawyer, has worked as a stall
attorney with the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.
"He went to law school and
wrote fiction at the same time?’
Soldofsky said. "Those are hail
things to mix. That tells something about Peter’s character"
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World Events
State Almanac
New law allows police
to arrest people who
refuse blood tests
SAN JOSE (AP) - If you’re legally arrested for drunken driving and
refuse a blood test, you can lose your
license even if you weren’t actually
driving, says a state appeals court.
Ruling on an issue that has divided other California courts, the 6th District Court of Appeal said the
license suspension is required as long
as the officer had probable cause to
believe, at the time of the arrest, that
the person was driving drunk.
That interpretation of the law
makes it more of a deterrent to
drunken driving and encourages
cooperation with police, said Justice
Eugene Premo in the 3-0 decision.
State law assumes that all licensed
drivers consent to a blood test when
an officer reasonably suspects them
of drunken driving. Refusal to take
the test after a legal arrest is grounds
for a license suspension, Premo said.
But lawyer Jeffrey Hancock had a
different assessment of the ruling.
"What it says is, we don’t care
whether you’re driving or not. Don’t
be around a car, don’t be in a car if
you’re drinking:’ he said.
Deputy Attorney General Ramon
de la Guardia called the decision a
proper response to the serious problem of drunken driving. He also said
a non-driver who took the blood test
would not suffer a license suspension
regardless of the results.

0 EC and U.S. reach
agreement on
farm subsidies
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - The
United States and the European Community said Friday they had resolved a dispute over EC farm subsidies and reached
an agreement that will avert a transAtlantic trade war.
But officials in France, an EC member,
indicated they might not be satisfied with
the agreement.
"I am hopeful that the breakthrough
that we achieved will spur movement
across the board" toward resolving
remaining differences in forging new liberalized international trade rules, President Bush said in Washington.
In Paris, however. Agriculture Minister Jean-Pierre Soisson said he personally
opposed the accord, raising questions
about whether France would approve it.
The government plans to consult with
parliament next week.
France could veto acceptance by the
EC. The government has previously sidestepped questions about whether it
would do that. It could also wait and try
to get the subsidy provisions changed at
world trade talks.

Massive damages
result as Windsor
castle catches fire
WINDSOR, England (AP) - Royals
and commoners joined Friday to rescue
art treasures from a fast-spreading fire that
severely damaged a historic banquet hall
at Windsor Castle, the weekend home of
the queen.

SPARTAN DAILY San Jose

Queen Elizabeth 11 spent the afternoon
of her 45th wedding anniversary surveying
the damage and helping to evacuate treasures from the castle 20 miles west of London, a royal residence for 900 years and the
oldest still in use.
Prince Andrew, who was at Windsor
when the fire broke out, rushed to join
hundreds of commoners who formed a
human chain to take whatever artworks
they could to safety.
"The queen is devastated, absolutely
devastated:’ said Andrew, the queen’s second son.
Late Friday, the queen, who had
planned to spend the weekend at Windsor,
stood in the central courtyard surveying
the tangle of fire trucks, hoses and ladders.
More than 225 firefighters and 35 fire
engines were at the castle.
At least eight people were taken to hospitals with minor injuries, police and fire
officials said.
Scotland Yard ruled out any suspicion of
terrorist involvement

Hitler’s watercolor
paintings go
=purchased
TRIESTE, Italy (AP) - A batch of
watercolors by the young Adolf Hitler
went without a buyer Friday night at an
auction that lasted only a minute and
generated protests from Jewish leaders.
About 250 people crowded into a hotel
conference room heard the auctioneer,
Stephen N. Cristea, call out a starting
price of $270,000 for the 20 works.
After he called out the price live times
with no response, the auction was
declared closed.
The watercolors were painted by Hitler
between 1910 and 1914, when he was an
aspiring artist living in Vienna.
Massimo Marietta, a lawyer who rep-

resented the seller, Imelde Siviero, said
the Italian government’s decision to prohibit them from being taken out of Italy
had ruined the sale.
Florence Mayor Giorgio Morales, formerly the city’s art superintendent,
described the paintings of scenes of life in
Venice and Munich in the early 1900s as
ugly.
He said Siviero had hoped some day to
display retrieved artworks but "never
thought that Hitler’s ugly watercolors
would be part" of it.

o Former dictator

quits as Suriname’s
army chief
PARAMARIBO, Suriname (AP) Former military dictator Gen. Desi
Bouterse, who has dominated political life
in this small South American nation for
the last 12 years, resigned Friday as army
chief, army officials said.
His departure came after a showdown

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Moiled. The
classified columns of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved as
swirled by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books, magames, tapes and
unique get rents.
Hours: Tues. Oyu Fn. 16 pm.
Sal. 10-6 pm. & Sun. 11-4 pm.
463 S. Bascom Ave. San Jose.
4082793342.

AIJTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Servng SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
"Family Mince
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
86 VW
$50.
87 Mercedes
$103.
SNOWBOARDS WANTED. Sell 65 Mustang
$25.
your used board on consignment Choose from thousands start $25.
Call now. Joe: 408/2599512.
FREE Information.
24 Hour Hothne.801-3792929
BIKES. CYCLE PATH Bike Shop.
Copyright a CA2910C
MTB. & BMX. parts & repair. She
dent disc. formerly Bikelane.
Proparts. Layaways. Jew Discleulo:
ELECTRONICS
408/2599512.
COMPUTERS for sale, consist of
WANTED: 100 PEOPLE.
40 MB HD, 1BM RAM, 1 EDO. VGA
Lose 10 - 25 us. n 5) days
/mono display, 5 yr labor, 1 yr part.
and earn $$$ doing It.
286 ->$499. 386/33 Sk> $549.
100% Guaranteed. 4(69844097. 386/40 DX -s$639. 486/33
$899. For other configurations cal:
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR Computer Masters (408) 363native land without leaving home. 1906.
Choose Mexico, Guatemala,
Panama & Brazil. Will train. Well
capitalized. Call 1-800-4849991
FOR SALE
ext. 7503 for preview infomiation.
CNA Intematonal.
YAKINI & UINEZO
African fabnc, prints, incense,
W: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
T shirts, dashikis. 15 Stewart Ave.
Office yeas, teeth cleaned and
San Jose. 408/2583220.
slays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see
GREEK
A.S. Office or Call 800.6553225.
FRATERNITY / SORORITY INS.
5,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Cip this notice"
instrance coverage for students
We insure more fratenNies &
thru Blue Cross Of California.
sororities than any local nstrance
Rates as low as $22. per month.
broker. If you have had difficulty
Also available are:
obtainng competitive hatakty
Pregnarcy plan / Dental plan.
arid property coverages.
1133 Saratcga Ave, San Jose.
call (403)252-7300.
(408)252 7300.
VOLUNTEER SPORTS SPECIALIST
HELP WANTED
coach needed to implement Girl
Scout Sports after school program, PIANIST Sl AFRICAN-AMERICAN
once a week. For further inform& CHURCH. 11-1 prn Sundays. Pager
tion, contact Sandy Rosero at if 408/233-6260. Pastor Nate.
287-4170.
POP SYSTEMS HAS 10B openlrgs
WANTED:
n high-tech computer Industry. Cal
(408)9440301 for interest n
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
per
week
holes
Reach out 3
a Milne amount exeortive or
pal time shipping / recemrg clef*
as a Commtnity Fred, envying
position.Excelitert cpportunity
social suppert to those who
for marketeg majors or any
endure mental illness. We true.
graduaurg senor.
408 4360606.
THE LORD JESUS CHRIST pad a
debt He did not owe because we
owed a debt we could not pay.
God so loved the world that He
gave His only begotten Son
that whoever believes in Him
should not perish but have
eternal life. He who believes
in Him won’t be disappointed.
OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS Of THE
sinful nature are obvious: sexual
Immorally, impunty and debauchery, Idolatry & witchcratt, hatred,
discord, jealousy, tits of rage, selfish ambition, dissensions, factions
& envy, drunkeness, orgies, & the
like. I warn you, as I did before,
that those who Ike Ike this will not
Inherit the kirgdom of God. But the
fruit of the spirit is love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control.
Against such thhgs there is no law.
S. Cha. P.O. Box 160315, Cupertl
nO, CA 95016.

IMANAGEMENT POSITIONS for
motivated students. Complete
training. Avg. earnings 514k, top
10% $28k. P/T spring, F/T
summer. Responsibilities Include:
6 -- 10 employees, Mktg., sales.
production. Most positions filled try
Dec. Cal today, 18004009332.
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! Begin now! Free packet!
SEYS, Dept 15. Box 4000,
Cordova, TN. 38018-4000.
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with the civilian government of President
Ronald Venetiaan, which has strong U.S.
and Dutch support.
"Herewith I inform you that I quit all
my functions in the army as of today:’
Bouterse said in a brief letter to Venetiaan.
The president named the army’s No. 2
official, Cmdr. Ivan Graanoogst, as temporary military chief.
Bouterse, 45, was one of South America’s last military strongmen. Like Chile’s
Gen. Augusta Pinochet, Bouterse retained
command of the army when he ended a
dictatorship in favor of an elected civilian
government last year.
But there was some question about
whether Bouterse would really go quietly
from power.
Bouterse had also submitted his resignation days before he led a military coup
in December 1990.
In Washington, the State Department
issued a statement reaffirming U.S. support for the principle of civilian control
over the military and saying it was "concerned about any threat to the democratically-elected government."

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
DANCE TEACHERS!
Holiday Hen Noriod!
Ages 3- 12. Ballet Tap & jazz.
START AT $12.25
Experience and car required.
No expenence necessary. We wit
Flexible sdieckile. 996-8955.
train!!! Flextile hours set around
school schedule. Work P/T dunng
6200. - 5500. WEEKLY
school, F/T or P/T during sprng
Assemble products at home.
semester. Guarantee your summer Easy! No seeing. You’re pad direct
job now! Ireemshps, scholarships,
Fully guaranteed
coop proseams available.
FREE Information- 24 hour hotline.
Cal (408) 2805195.
801-3792900.
Copyright SI CA298DH.
COUNSELOR/DIRECT CARE staff
for residential facilities for young
adults with autism. F/T & P/T posiHOUSING
tions available. $6. - $6.25 / hour.
Cat (408)4483953.
1920’S UNIQUE 1 BR. with large
Closets, hardwood floors. parking
HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY! & yard. Clean, quiet, sober and
The Job Fnder for HO Tech Silicon financially responsible person.
Valley lists valuable infoimabon on Single occupancy. $595./mo.
700, companies in the Silicon 553 S. 6th St. Call 292 7761.
Valley to help you find jobs that
suit your skill set. It allows you
SECURED BUILDING
to act smart in your job search.
2 bedroom / 1 bath.
Available at Spartan Bookstore.
FREE Basic Cable
Laundry room
NOW HIRING
Underground panne
Fut & Part Tine Positions
576 S. 5th St 2954693.
Throughout Silicon Valley
To $7.50 per hots
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED: Dec.
(Depending on experience)
move. Separate brim., big kitchen,
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
welkin closet. Rent- $337./mo.
AVAILABILITY A PLUS
N. 3rd. near Julian. Call Eric
Apply 8 am. - 4 pm.
2830455 (eve.) / 721-3119 (day).
Monday - Friday
American Protective Services
THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
2041 Mission College Blvd.
Largest selection.
Suite 150, Santa Clara
Low Cost. Fast results.
EOE M/F/H/V since 1944.
3410 Stevens Creek BNd.
Open Mm.- Sat, 11 ant. 7 psi.
$7.00 PER HOUR JOBS
241-5510.
8 hots shifts /Part or Fulleme
DAY, SVANG OR GRAVE SHIFTS
MASTER BORNS, 2 full baths, 6
Excellent benefits. We train.
closets. 2 blocks hoe SJSU.
No experience necessary,
Uncersanund parting laundry
WEEKLY PAY
room, BBQ area, pool table, prig
Credit union
prig table. Free cable N.
Speceljobs to $8.50 per hour.
148 E. William St. Move n bonus!
Apply. 8 aim - ft pm. Monday Friday
Call Cindy at 9470803.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott BNd. Santa Clara
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Near 101 at San Tomas & Olcott
1 bden./lba. $595. 2 bctm./2 ba.
start $745. Available now. Wak or
$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
ride bite to school. Ample park rig,
Telemarketre / Canvassn,g.
garage available Secured entrance.
Lawn aeration.
Cable N avail. Laundry facilities.
Weekends & Evenngs.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Start Saturday - Pad Monday.
Call Manager 2339157 or Iv. msg
(408)7324443.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
fisheries. Earn $600. /week in
canneries or $4,000.. /month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & board! Over 8,030 open
ings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. Get a head start
on this summed For employment
program call 1-206.5454155 ext.
86041.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Teachers & Substitutes.
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
’Sick & Vacation Pay.
’Employee Childcare Credit.
Employee Referral Bonus.
Now berg for before arid after
school age child care programs
and preschool prcgrarns.
Minnern 12 mils ECE
or related course wed,
(re. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Also Ming credential students or
equivalent to work it otr private
elementary as instructional ads.
We are offering FT. PT, split shifts
and flex hors’s for students.
Call (408) 257.7326
for an ntennew
or further information.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & CASHIERS
DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL
Good pay! Must be reliable and
hard working. Apply n person.
THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE 90’S!
Pasta Mia Restaurant
2565 N. First St or call 4357300. Exparsling a business in Northern
California. Working independently
GREEKS &CWISS, RAISE A COOL full time or part time with unlimited
$1,000.00 in just one week! Plus income potential. Products are
$1,030. firs’ the rnerrober who calls! stateoftheart. If interested, please
And a free headphone radio just for cal (415)5135509.
calling 1-8009320528, ext. 65.

DARUNG 1 BR. APT. PEAR SJSU.
5 plex, great neghbors. $490. incl.
most WI. small pet OK 292-3763.
HEAD Of 11E CLASS!
Downtown Irorg at its best
3 blocks from SJSU.
Modem intenors.Peaceful, garden
setungStorage available.
$655/month. 420 S. 3rd St.
286-2182.

SERVICES
PET PAWS DOG TRAINING
Supplies for sale.
Group classes, reasonable rates.
Contact Lnda, 408/371-7231.
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
We can help! No risk & satisfaction
guaranteed. Limited offers at huge
discount. Write today: ASA,
2455 25d Ave. S.F. CA 94116.

ROOMMATE WANTED
Downstairs, 1 term. You get
separate room, latndry. Rent is
$312.50, no deposit, water/garb.
paid You pay 1/2 elec.
Serious about school
Call 408/241-8473.

WRITING & RESEARCH Services.
Term paper & thesis preparation
and assistance. All sutects. Quali
fled writers on every topic. Editing.
Rewriting Rest.mes. ESL students
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA. satisfactory service. Improve your
spacious apartments starting at grades! (Berkeley) 510341-5036.
$700. per month. Security gate.
Off street parking. Call Dan at STATE FARM SELLS HEALTH INS.
2955256 or opme by State House
Operations and hospital morns
Apts. 03rner of 11th arid Mont
cost a lot more than you thrlk. Call
me today for details on State Earn)
ROOM 4 RENT 1 bloc* from SJSU.
hospital surgical insurance:
Vic. house. Rents range front
Judy Duport
736-4204.
$250. - $300. 10% PG&E per
month. $200. dep. At 2937926.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
Urnvanted har removed forever.
WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
Specialist. Confidential.
Minutes from San Jose State.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts. with 2
Disposable or your yen probe.
full baths. Ideal for students and 335 S. Baywcod An. San Jose, Ca
roommates. Swimming pool,
Call 247-7486,
saunas, weight room and club
house. Quality Irving at a reason TUITION ASSISTANCE.S29 B. in
able rate. Ask for student discount. aid available. Free information
1750 Stokes St. (408) 998.0300. about winning money for education. Ask about our guarantee.408
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
-2685232 or 800 -7436762.
with all electnc kitchen. dishwash
er, a, coreboreng gaol covered LOOKING FOR GRANTS, scholar
parking and on site laundy.
ships. student loans? We guaran
Bright and airy. Quiet, nice for staff. tee financial aid. Call Grants R -Us
OK for two. 1 block from campus. at 1800727 2258 ext. 4744.
From 56(30. / month.
Aspen Vintage Tower.
CASH FOR COLLEGE!!
2974705.
Scholarships & financial ad
available regardless of grades or
TIRED OF LIVING ON CAMPUS?
parents income! ’Over 300,000
Enjoy garden style apartnwrit evirg
scholarships totalng $29 billion!
with low rents and 104 deposits.
*Average of 100 sources of sdol
10 mrtutes from SJSU campus.
arships. fin. ad & grants in each
TIMBER WOOD APARTMENTS
40 page report! *Call for free info.
578-6803.
1-8009440066 ext. 7620,

TRAVEL
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Scar-ice and &relish papers / theRENT RESORT HOME MAZATLAN ses our specialty Laser printing.
MEOtICO. 12/25- 1/1.1 bctrn. w/ Free spell check and storage.
kit & Inergroom. $500. 2267315. APA, Turabian ark] other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
WHERE DO YOU Wort TO GO? Masterson’s Word Processing.
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe. U.S.’?
Cal Paul or Virginia 4082514449.
Make your Christmas plans nos.
Call for be airfares.
I HATE TO TYPE!
Arlene: 408 997.3647.
If this got your attention.
give purser a break.
AIRUNE TICKETS DISCOUNTED!
Let me do it for you!
’Last minutes’. one-way, round
Free pick to arra delivery.
trip, domestic or international. $2.00 per page / SSA(X) mrtimcfn
408/379.9934.
Call hire:
998.8354.
BRECKENRIDGE SKI TRIP
Jan. 13 - 19 ski Colorado powder.
WHEN THE BEST
6 nghts / 5 days as- price $589.
IS ALL YOU NEED.
5 reeds / 4 dare bus pre $375.
Papers $2 /pg. and up
Tnp includes condo wth kitchen.
Laser peeler - Macintosh
fireplace, hot tub, and lift tickets.
ENGLISH PROBLEMS A SPECIALTY
For more information contact
Spel arid Grammar Check.
S.ISU Ski Club president.
Open every day until 8 pm.
Todd Smart at 7789253.
406/2544565.
TUTORING

CALL UNDA TOOAY!
For experienced professional
prozessng. Theses, term
papers, soup Fri:rots, etc.
All formats ncludirg
Quick mhos
Transcrouon arid Fax services
available Almaiere Branham area
Phone 2644504
word

SPANISH OR ESL TUTOR
or private classes er,,lable.
Call 2692535

WORD PROCESSING
WORD PROCESSING
Overwhelmed by reports
to be typed"
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME
Graduate & undergrad Resumes,
term papers, theses, letters, etc.
24 hot, tunaround on most work.
Appointment necessary.
Cal Anna: 9724992.
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 266.9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure, punctuation; format
(APA, Turablan, MLA): table/graph
preparation: custom post -script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume/cover letter preparation
International Students Wokome!
Willow Glen area. 7:30am8:30pre

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing, Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Wadi. APA &
Tcrabian. Desktop Publishing
Graphic Design & Layout.
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
V. I. P. Grapliks
Near Oalvidge Mall
3639254
AFFORDABLE ir EXPERIENCED
Word Processing! Theses, term
papers. Nursing & group proects,
resoles, letters. ntanuscnres, etc.
Word Perfect 51. HP Laser Jet. All
formats plus APA. Spelling pis-tau
aton and grammar assistance. All
work guaranteed, Save $55 with
Referral Discounts! For wonyfree,
dependable, and prompt service.
call PAM 247 2681(8 a.m.8 pm)

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line IS 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

LLIDIJOLJECODOODOODEDOODOODOODOOL
DOEICEIDODODOCIDOMOODOODOCICIODOCTI
CIDOODOODIJOEDOCJOODOOMOCIMODOODO
FOCIODOMOODOOOLIDOODEIOE1=11110EDEI
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Ono
Tree
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 line
55
$9
57
4 lines
56
58
$10
Skis..
Si
$9
S11
58
6 line
$10
$12
I
additional Ire

’4.rne

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$1,1

Five
Days
513
$14
$15
$16

After the fifth day, rate increases by $I per day.
,rst lire (25 stw es) in tinkl free oft-haw
I lp to 5 additint
avadal iri hold Irr Steads

SEMESTER RATES
*3,9 lines: $10. 1014 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

Plias* check
Address

./

your classification:

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
111(_lassifieil desk is located in Dwight Bente’ tall, Room 209.
Deadline: Two days before publkation U Al) ads are prepaid.
"’Consecutive publications dates only. No refunds on cancelled ads.
IN QUESTIONS? CALL ROL 9244277

- Announcements
- Automotive
- Electronics
For Sale
(Week
Help Wanted
_ Housing
_ lost and f mod
Services
travel
- tutanu
_ Word Processing
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Spartans’ title run halted by New Mexico State
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SJSU falls to Aggies

loses Big West race

Loss drops SJSU to second-place in Big West,
hands Nevada-Reno conference championship
By DON McGEE

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

KAREN C HANNER SPARTAN DAILY

SJSU quarterback Jeff Garcia escapes the New Mexico State
defense during the Aggies’ 34-24 win Saturday at Spartan Stadium. The loss dropped the Spartans to second place in the final

Big West Conference standings and may have cost 5.15U a chance
to play in the Dec. 18 Las Vegas Bowl. Garcia threw for 351 yards
and three touchdowns on the day.

SJSU still has a chance to make Las Vegas Bowl
BY STEVEN CHAE

Spartan !Tatty Staff Writer

Senior Anthony Washington
knew Saturday’s game was his last
at home. A victory over New
Mexico State would ensure a Big
West title, a trip to the Las Vegas
Bowl and a storybook ending to
the Spartan defender’s sparkling
career at Spartan Stadium.
But it was not to be.
In a game that featured almost
a thousand yards in total offense,
the Aggie passing attack eventually overwhelmed the Spartans,
who lost 34-24.
But like they have all season,
the Spartans haven’t given up yet.
With a conference record o15I, Nevada-Reno clinched the Big
West title and would seem to be
the likely opponent to MidAmerican Conference champion
Bowling Green in Las Vegas Dec.
18.
But NCAA bylaw 30.9.2,
which requires at least six wins
over Division I -A competition to
qualify for post -season bowl
games, could disqualify the Wolf
Pack. Nevada, who beat Texas
Southern 38-14 Saturday, is one
win short of fulfilling that
requirement.
SJSU Sports Information
Director Lawrence Fan said the
university was "taking administrative action to present its case
that it should be the Big West
representative to the bowl."
Fan said such a decision is not
without precedent. lie referred to
the situation in the Big 10 conference, which calls for the third place team to play the winner of
the Western Athletic Conference
in the Holiday Bowl. However,
since Michigan State, who came
in third, lacks the necessary six
Division IA wins, the fourth place team Illinois won the bid.
Gary Pine, Director of Information for the Big West Conference, said the issue would be
decided on Wednesday by the
NCAA Administrative committee and expected a decision then.
"It’s out of our hands" said
Pine.
Pine conceded that the precedent set in the Big 10 would
appear to benefit SJSU, but added
that "there may be additional credence given to a conference
champion?’
"I’d love to see these guys have
the opportunity to go" SJSU
Head Coach Ron Turner said
after Saturday’s defeat. "They’ve
worked hard, and if that’s the way

they rule, then I’ll be happy"
But for the seniors, who wanted Saturday’s game to be a coronation, the loss was especially
tough.
Inside the quiet Spartan locker
room, Washington sat slumped,
never lifting his eyes’ focus from
the grime covering the concrete
floor. The usually effervescent
rover spoke almost inaudibly,
barely above a whisper.
"We just didn’t play hard
enough," he said. "Basically, we
should have won, but we just
didn’t do it right?’
It was too early, the loss still
too fresh in his mind for Washington to reflect on his career as a

Spartan other than "I know that I
gave all that I had, played for as
long as I could. Sometimes this
just happens?’
Defensive tackle Marty Lyon
said "We didn’t deserve it. We
didn’t win it, so we don’t deserve
it"
Asked if he hoped the NCAA
ruling would go the Spartans way,
Lyon said, "Of course we’ll go.
But it would be a charity case. We
don’t deserve it?’
Quarterback Jeff Garcia was
clearly in pain after the game, but
not from the wound that dripped
blood from his chin. Garcia’s
thoughts were with the seniors,
particularly offensive guard Mike

Fortino, who shares an apartment with Garcia. Garcia and
Fortino have been teammates
since their days at Gilroy High
School and Gavilan College.
"Those seniors are going to be
missed, definitely. It makes it really hard, cause you feel so much
for those guys:’ Garcia said,
drawing in a deep breath. "It’s
their last game, and it hurts, hurts
real deep?’

With tears in his eyes SJSU
senior Raymond Bowles couldn’t
find the words to express how he
felt. Bowles just sat in the Spartan
locker room and stared into space.
"It just hurt," he said.
What hurt was the Spartans’
34-24 loss to New Mexico State
Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
And what hurt even worse was
that the loss may have ended the
season for the Spartans, who
entered the game only needing to
beat the Aggies to earn a trip to
the Dec. 18 Las Vegas Bowl.
"We just couldn’t get it clone
said Bowles, who played his last
home game as a Spartan. "You
gotta give New Mexico State credit, they played one hell of a game?’
Things started well for the
Spartans who took the opening
kickoff and marched down the
field with strong running from
tailback Nathan DuPree and pinpoint passing by quarterback Jeff
Garcia.
With the ball at the Aggies 25 yard line Garcia hit wide receiver
Brian Lundy in the corner of the
end zone to give the Spartans the
early 7-0 lead.
New Mexico State got its first
points on a one-yard TD run from
running back Lawerence Truehill,
which was set up by a DuPree
fumbled deep in Spartan territory.
The Aggies went on to take a
14-7 lead highlighted by a 45 yard pass completion from Aggie
quarterback Charles Puleri
who lit up the Spartan secondary
all day on 23-38 passing for 425 yards and two TD passes to
wide receiver Fred Montgomery.
Truehill scored his second of three
rushing ID’s on the very next play
on a one-yard run up the middle.
But the Spartans came back on
the very next drive to knot the
game at 14, when Garcia found a
wide-open Jerry Reese streaking
across the middle. Reese caught
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the pass from Garcia, slipped a
tackle before cutting to the outside and outran several Aggies to
the end zone for a 52-yard TD. It
was Reese’s first TD of the season.
Both teams traded touchdowns
in the third quarter. But Aggie
placekicker Bubba Culin missed
an extra point his second of the
giving the Spartans a narday
row 21-20 advantage entering the
fourth quarter of play.
After a 46-yard field goal by
place-kicker Joe Nedney, the Spartans had a 24-20 lead with a little
over 13-minutes to go in the contest.
SJSU seemed to be in reach of
its third-straight Big West championship and a spot in the Las
only to see the
Vegas Bowl
game come apart for them in the
final minutes.
The Aggies needed less than
two-minutes to grab a 27-24 lead
when running back Brian Pizula
took a screen pass from Puleri and
darted 17 yards for what proved to
be the winning score.
The candle finally flickered out
for the Spartans when on fourth
and 10 from the Aggie 40-yard
line Garcia fired a desperation
pass over the middle that was
intercepted by Aggies safety Don
Showers.
New Mexico State added
another score to clinch its first
winning season since 1978. The
Aggies ended the season at 3-3 in
the Big West and 6-5 overall.
"I congratulate these kids," said
Aggie Head Coach Jim Hess.
"They battled both offensively and
defensively, they just played wonderful?’
The atmosphere wasn’t so
cheery for the Spartans, who fell
to 4-2 in the Big West and 7-4
overall.
"We knew what was on the line
for us today:"Ilarner said. " We
didn’t get it done. It’s a tough loss
obviously but New Mexico State
played better than us:’
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Congratulations to all our NEW members
"Thanks for your hard work"
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saws:
Sis Jean Morie Scott -Associate Director of Housing Services
Bro Gregory Gramby- Local San lose Businessman
Special Thanks to our new Bro.
Dr. Handez Evans -San Jose State Interim President
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1992
THROWN FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1992
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